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OCDMoving Services Announces It’s Increasing Health and Safety Measures
For Moves During the COVID-19 Crisis

While U.S. residents and individuals across the world continue to live in times of uncertainty
due to the COVID-19 crisis, top Bay Area moving company OCD Moving Services has
announced it will increase its health and safety measures to protect their employees and
customers during home and office moves amid the COVID-19 virus.

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) April 16, 2020 -- While residents across the United States continue to live in
uncertainty due to the COVID-19 crisis, OCD Moving Services has announced it is increasing its health and
safety measures to protects its employees and customers during the COVID-19 pandemic. These trusted Bay
Area movers understand that while the country seems to have come to a halt, the lives of millions of Americans
must continue, and they’ve announced the measures they’re putting into place to ensure their moves are
executed safely.

“We have always ensured that our moves are carried out safely when it comes to both how we handle our
clients’ belongings and how we look after our employees and moving equipment,” said Daniel England, owner
of OCD Moving Services. “While the COVID-19 crisis has made us all wash our hands more or give our
countertops an extra scrub every day, our team at OCD Moving Services has remained only more committed to
the health and safety practices we employ all year-round. We want business owners and families alike to know
that we are here for them and all of their moving needs during this time of uncertainty.”

England has also announced that health and safety measures being put into place including gloves and masks
provided to OCD Moving Services employees for every move. OCD Moving Services employees are also
practicing social distancing and continuing to use mattress and box spring covers during every move—a tactic
they originally employed to fight the bed bug epidemic. Additionally, England announced OCD Moving
Services is continuing to monitor the temperatures for all employees and ensure they’re sent homesick if they
develop any symptoms that may be of or related to the COVID-19 virus.

“It’s been fairly easy for us to incorporate what we do into the situation here,” said England in a post on the
company’s Instagram page today.

As one of the Bay Area’s top moving companies, OCD Moving Services has been helping families and
businesses with local and long-distance moves for more than five years. Their customer satisfaction rate and
track record for executing efficient, safe and healthy moves have made them one of the most sought-after
moving companies in the Bay Area. Their commitment to ensuring the safety of both their clients and their staff
is what keeps them going during these tough times, and is what keeps them among the most in-demand moving
services in both Southern and Northern California.

Aside from long-distance local moves, OCD Moving Services also provides professional packing services, junk
removal services, free shrink wrap, and complementary TV protection and a wardrobe for use during all moves.
OCD Moving Services is the Bay Area’s most trusted moving company, and their goal during the COVID-19
virus to keep their employees and their customers safe.

About OCD Moving Services
OCD Moving Services is more than just a business—they’re a family. And during these times of uncertainty,
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the OCD Moving Services family is stronger than ever. Based in the Bay Area, OCD Moving Services provides
commercial and home moves that are stress-free. Their personal and expert staff provides local and long-
distance moving services, along with professional packing and unpacking services, short-term storage solutions
and commercial moving and relocations. The 15-person OCD Moving Services team has executed over 4,000
local moves and over 1,000 long-distance moves. During the COVID-19 crisis, they’re offering free moving
quotes for new customers. For more information, visit our moving website or call 510-375-3844.
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Contact Information
Daniel England
OCD Moving Services
http://https://ocdmovingservices.net/
(510) 375-3844

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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